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ON THE EXTENSION OF CYLINDER

MEASURES TO t-SMOOTH MEASURES IN

LINEAR SPACES

DIRK HEIDEMANN1

Abstract. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a cylindrical

probability measure in the weak*-dual of an arbitrary l.cs. to extend to a t-

smooth Borel-measure; this is to a certain extent a "r-smooth analogue" of

the well-known Prohorov extension theorem (cf. [8, Lemma 3]). Finally, we

give two examples marking off our result from related ones treated in the

literature.

1. Introduction and notations. Let A be a locally convex topological vector

space (l.cs.) and A' (resp. A*) its topological (resp. algebraic) dual. A linear

stochastic process (l.s.p.) (X,)tBE on A is an indexed collection of random

variables Xt on a common probability space (fi,&,A) such that every path

X(u) is in A* (cf. [5]). Corresponding to every l.s.p. (Xt)lsE, we define a

finitely-additive probability measure /x0 x on 3£< E, the algebra of cylinder sets

in A', by jn0X(A); = (A <> X~X)(A0) VA G 3E' E, where A0 is a cylinder set in

A such that A = A0 n A'. jU0A-is called the cylindrical measure correspond-

ing to (Xt)!EE.

Let us call a l.s.p. (Xt)ieE realizable (resp. strongly realizable, resp. very

strongly realizable) in A' if ju,0 x is extendable to a a-additive measure \ix on

&(3e',e)' ^ ^fi^d generated by Se',e (resp. to a r-smooth measure nx on

<$(A^)-the Borel-sets in the weak*-dual E'a, resp. to a tight measure \ix on

*(A;)). Realizability has been studied in [3], [6], [7], e.g.

Many workers have treated very-strong-realizability under various assump-

tions on the underlying l.cs. A (cf. [1], [2], [4]); for an arbitrary l.cs. A, certain

natural conditions on the finite-dimensional distributions of a l.s.p. character-

izing its very-strong-realizability have been given by Yu. V. Prohorov (cf. [8,

Lemma 3]).

In this paper we are concerned with strong realizability. In §2 some natural

conditions on a l.s.p. characterizing its strong realizability are proved. In §3
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we construct two examples showing that realizability, strong realizability and

very strong realizability are actually different from each other.

We now list some notations that will be used in the sequel. Let <SE

:= {(tx,..., tn): n E N, tt■. E E pairwise distinct}; for S = (/,,..., t ) E <3E,

trs: E' -» R|s|,/-» «M>>.. .,</,*„>)> is a projection of E' into R*'; Qx$ is

the distribution of iXt,... ,Xt), [Qx : S E <BE) the set of finite-dimensional

distributions of iXt)lsE. By" %iE'a), ^iE'a), 9>iE'a), 3a[E'0) we denote the

compact, closed, Borel-, zero-sets of E'a, respectively. A measure will always

be understood to be a probability measure. A measure p on 9iiE'a) will be

called tight (resp. regular) if p(,4) = sup(p(A"): A D K E %iE'a)) (resp. niA)

= sup{u(F): A D F E $iE'a)}) VA E %E'g); it will be called T-smooth

(resp. T-smooth at 0), if p(n,e/ij) = inf(e/p(7?) for every system {7?: i E I)

C WiE') that is filtering downward (resp. filtering downward to 0).

For a measure p and a system of sets "DH, p|91L denotes the restriction of p

to 911 (if this makes sense); (£(t31l) is the smallest a-algebra containing 9H; p+

(resp. p*) is the inner (resp. outer) measure pertaining to p. Xa *s me

characteristic function of the set A. For A C R" (resp. A C E'a), A (resp. A ")

denotes the closure of A in R" (resp. E'a). lin (M) is the linear hull of M (over

the reals).

2. Existence of T-smooth measures on %iE'a). The following theorem is the

main result of this paper. It is proved by an application of an extension

theorem due to F. Topsoe.

Theorem. Let E be a l.cs. and iXt)l&E a Ls.p.; iXt)teE is strongly realizable

in E' iff the following two conditions are fulfilled:

(i) for every increasing sequence (Fn)nels in %(E'a) with U„eN7^ e %(E'a) we

have

sup    inf   Qx (irJFj) =   inf   Qx (irj U  F ) );
„EN SE<5£ *-*sy   SV ""        SE@£ ^V.  S\nEN   ") )

(ii) for every system [Fy. j E J} C %(E'<f) filtering downward to 0 we have

inf   inf   Qx (irs(E)) = 0.
jeJ se<SE *xsK SKJ

Proof. We shall use the following easily verified result:

(*) F =    n  %_1(^(F))   VF E 9(E'.).

"=»": \Lx\<&(E'a) T-smooth, (*) =>

KF) = /^n^G^F))) - sinf£M(^'(^)))

=   inf   QXsGtfF))   VF E 2(£;) C ^E'a).
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By (+), we obtain (i) and (ii) from the assumptions.

"<=": We define

(++) M(A): = 5inf£ QXs(W))   Vf e ^K)-

Since E'a is completely regular, the set of arbitrary intersections of elements of

1(E'a) coincides with €(E'a) and every r-smooth measure on <$>(E'g) is regular.

Therefore, as a special case of [11, Theorem 4.2], we obtain: if \i\S,(E'a) is a

tight content and r-smooth at 0, then ft has an extension to a r-smooth

measure on 9>(E'a). By (++) and (ii), n\%(E'a) is r-smooth at 0. Thus we have

to show that it is a tight content, i.e.

KA,) + sup{,t(A): A C F2\FX,F G %(E'a)} = /t(A2),

if Fx, F2 G 2(A;) and A, C A2.

To this end, we shall need

(***)   FX,F2E %(E'a), A, n A2 = 0 => tf.Fi) + KF2) = m(J. U A2).

ad (***>     A, n A2 = 0 =>   n   vs\«s(F\)) n CH   "iW^)) = 0

** SQ. 's'Wfl) n "s(F2)) = 0-

Thus Orf'(^(Aj) n ^(Aj): 5 G <SE} is filtering downward to 0; since it is

contained in %(E'a), (ii) yields

0 - sftt 4% ^KK'W n %^))»

as is easily seen. For e > 0 we choose Sq = S0(e) G <BE such that

Qxs("s0(Fi U A2)) < sinf£ 63^(vts(A, U A2)) + e.

Now we can find Sx = Sx (e) G @£ such that Sx D S0 and

QxSi(^sJfY) n %(^2)) <e'

thus obtaining
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p(Fj) + p(F2) < QXsfi^(F~)) + Q^Gffi))

= Qxs(^sW) u %,(F2)) + Qx^vstf) n ^))

< (2^,(%(^) U 775o(F2)) + e = ^(^(F, U F2)) + e

< ^ G^(»s(^ U F2)) + 2e.

This means p(F,) + p(F2) < p(F, U F2). On the other hand,

p(F, U F2) = sinf£ QXs(tts(Fx U F2))

< ,in|£ e^(^)) + 5mf£ Gxs(^D)

= u(i,) + p(F2).

This completes the proof of (***).

Next, we can show (**).

(***) and monotonicity of n\X(E'g) imply the validity of "<" in (**). To

prove ">", we note that there is an increasing sequence (7^)neN in %iE'g) such

that U„GN7; = F2\FX. We obtain

p(F,) + sup n(Fn) = sup (p(F[) + 11(F))   =    sup n(Fx U Fn)    =    p(F2).
«GN MEN (***) »eN (0,(++)

Consequently, ">" holds true; this completes the proof of (**), and thereby

shows the existence of a T-smooth extension of p to <3>iE'a). This extension will

still be called p.

Now it remains to be shown:

(+ + +) niA) = p.0,x(A)   *A E 3£';£.

ad(+++): w.l.o.g. we may suppose A = tr^x (7rs iA)) with S0 = (1,,..., tm)

E @£ such that the ?( (1 < / < w) are linearly independent and with tts iA)

C Rm closed. Thus A E 2(F;) and

N,xW = Qxs(*sM» = ME Qx5(^(4)) = M>

by (++). This implies (+++) by the uniqueness statements of well-known

extension theorems. Putting \Lx\%iE'a): = p|(S(F^), the proof of the theorem is

complete.

Remark. There is at most one T-smooth measure pY|95(£g) extending p0 x,

as is easily seen (from the "^"-direction of the above proof, e.g.).

3. Examples.

(3.1) Example. There is a l.c.s. E and l.s.p. (A',),^ s.t. the following hold

true:
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(a) (Xt)ieE is strongly realizable in A',

(b) (Xt)tEE is not very strongly realizable in A'.

Proof. We consider the probability space ([0,1], %\) with <35 denoting the

Borel-sets in the unit interval [0,1] and X Lebesgue-measure. As is well known,

there is a set B C [0,1] such that X*(A) (resp. \+(B)) is 1 (resp. 0), and a

measure A on ([0, l],&(% U {A})) extending \\<& with A(A) = 1.

Next we construct A. For every 0 < e G Q and every q G Q fl [0,1],

define tqt G R(0'1] by

Ie~X(x - q + e) Mx G [q - e,q] D [0, 1],

e~X(q + e- x) Vx G [q,q + e] D [0, 1],

0 Vx &]q- e,q + e[D [0,1].

Let (t'k)k>2 be a denumeration of A: ={tq/. q G Q n [0,1],Q 3 e > 0},

and t\;= xB c r[°'1!- Put E-= lin (T u {'.}) c Rt°'1] endowed with the

topology induced by the product-topology t of r' ' K We note that lin (A)

and A are dense in R' ' ' w.r.t. t , which yields A' = ©^ginnR* (where

R^ : = R), the direct sum of the Rx.

Let a l.s.p. (Xt)tsE over the probability space ([0,1], (2(<£ U (A}), A) be

defined by Xt(x) := t(x) Vt G E,Vx G [0,1].

ad(a): It is straightforward checking a-smoothness at 0 of the cylindrical

measure /t0 x. Thus jn0 x \3E' e nas a um1ue extension to a a-additive measure

Hx\&(8e' e)- Since A has countable dimension, E'g is metrizable and separable;

therefore E'a has countable base for the topology which yields &(3E, E)

= ®(A^) and r-smoothness of every measure on 9>(E'a). This proves (a).

ad(b): We have to show that [ix\bI,(E'a) is not tight. We define A: =

{Sx; x G [0,1]} C A' where <6\c,i'>:= t(x) Vf G A. It is checked quickly that

\ix(A) = \({x G [0,1]: 6^ G A}) VA G %(E'a). Therefore, for A':= {/ G A':

</,?;> = 1}, ixx(B') = \({x G [0,1]: t\(x) = 1}) = A(A) = 1, and it suffices

to be shown:

(*) nx(K) = 0    VA G %(E'0) such that K C A'.

To prove (*) we first show

(**) A = A".

Proof of (**). Consider/ G A°; we get

Uty.= {x G[0,1]: \(SX,0 - (f,0\ < e Vi G {1, ...,«}}# 0

Ve>0,V5 = (',,...,<„) e@lin(r).

Since the elements of lin (A) are continuous on [0,1], the UtS form a system

of compact subsets of [0,1] that is filtering downward. Thus r\>0.Se(g. UeS

¥> 0, i.e. there is x0 G [0,1] such that (SXo, t) = </, f> Vt G lin (A). Further-

more,/ = 8   , as lin (A) is dense in A w.r.t. t . This proves (**). Next we need
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0: A -> [0,1], 8X -> x, is continuous, if

(***)
A C £' is endowed with the topology induced by E'a.

Proof of (***). We show: $_1(S£(y)) C A open, where Seiy): =[0,1]

fl ]y - e,y + e[ , e > 0, y E [0,1]. Consider 8y G <D-1(S£(y)), i.e. /

G Seiy). As is easily seen, there is k = ki/) > 2 such that t'kiy') > 2~ and

the support of t'k is contained in Se(y). Thus we get

Sy E {8X E A: \(Sx,t'k) - <6y,^>| < 2-'} C ^~l(Se(y)).

This implies that <E>_1(S£(y)) is open and proves (***).

We now consider K E %iE'a), K C 5'. By (**), K n A is a compact subset

of A. By (***) we get {x G [0,1]: 8X E K) = {x E [0,1]: 8X E K n A}

C [0,1] compact, therefore (x G [0,1]: 8X E K) E <S>. Thus,

HxiK) = A({x G [0,1]: 8X E K)) = A({x G [0,1]: 0;c G K))

< A+({x G [0,1]: 8X E B')) = \iB) = 0   V7C G %(E'0), K C 5'.

This proves (*), and we are through.

(3.2) Example. There is a l.c.s. E and a l.s.p. iXl)ieE such that the following

hold true:

(a) iXt)ieE is realizable in E',

(b) (Ar/)/E£ is not strongly realizable in £".

Proof. Let X be the set of all countable ordinals, endowed with the order

topology. Consider E: = S(A'): = (/: X -* R|/ continuous}, endowed with

the topology of compact convergence. Of course E' is the set of Radon-

measures on X with compact support. It is well known that for every t E E

there is a B = Bit) E X such that Va > B: /(a) = f(/J) =: (g, t). Obviously,

g E E*. Moreover, g £ E' (this follows from the fact that for every compact

K C X there is t = tiK) E g(Ar) such that f(a) = 0 Va G TC and <g, t) = I.

This, in turn, holds true because X is completely regular and every compact

K C X is bounded w.r.t. the order in A").

We now define a l.s.p. PQ,e£ by Xtiu):=<[g,t) Vc G £, Vw G fl.

ad(a): (a) is proved in [4, Exp. no. 1, Ex. 1].

ad(b): Suppose p0 x extends to a r-smooth measure fi\^>(E'a). Then, for every

S = itx,...,tn) E '<BE:

piFs) = P0,x(Fs) = *

forF5: = {/G E':<J,0 = <g,/,->   V/ e {1,...,«}}.

On the other hand, g G E' implies C\S£§ Fs = 0, and by r-smoothness we

get
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inf  tfFs) = J   n   Fs) = ju(0) = 0,

which contradicts (*).
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